
ROSOBORONEXPORT to show modern Russian military helicopters at

HeliRussia 2024

ROSOBORONEXPORT JSC (part of Rostec State Corporation) will present Russian military

helicopters at the HeliRussia 2024 International Helicopter Industry Exhibition, which will be

held from June 10 to 12 at the Crocus Expo IEC in Moscow. "The Russian helicopter industry

is confidently meeting the needs of the country's armed forces for modern flying machines that

have proven their superior performance in real fighting conditions. The available production

capacities enable the priority implementation of the State Defence Order and allow

ROSOBORONEXPORT to fulfill its export contracts, - said ROSOBORONEXPORT Director

General Alexander Mikheev. - The company's order book for helicopters includes contracts for

the delivery of more than 170 machines to more than 20 countries. Among the most in-demand

helicopters on the world market are the Ka-52E scout/attack helicopter, Mi-28NME attack

helicopter, Mi-171Sh military transport and Mi-35M and Mi-35P transport/attack helicopters,

which we will showcase at the exhibition." At HeliRussia 2024, ROSOBORONEXPORT will

take part in a joint exhibit of Rostec’s enterprises and showcase modern Russian attack,

military transport and transport/attack helicopters at its booth. In addition, the company will

show a wide range of air weapons, including those that proved their high effectiveness during

the ongoing special military operation and the latest 305E lightweight multi-purpose air-to-

surface missile. ROSOBORONEXPORT, together with representatives of the developers and

manufacturers of the equipment on display, will make presentations of Russian helicopters,

during which they will give detailed information about their characteristics. Based on the

information received from the Russian Ministry of Defence, ROSOBORONEXPORT will

familiarize its partners with the specifics of using the presented helicopters in real combat

conditions and brief about their advantages over Western military hardware. As part of the

business program of the International Helicopter Industry Exhibition, ROSOBORONEXPORT

will discuss with foreign customers the supply of Russian military helicopters and air weapons,

as well as brief about the feasible formats of industrial partnership for joint development and

manufacturing of military equipment and weapons on the premises of partners. "We offer a

wide range of cooperation options that will allow foreign partners jointly with

ROSOBORONEXPORT and Russian defence companies to develop and produce new

helicopter models using unique domestic technologies," - Alexander Mikheev added. 
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